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Introduction 
Forecasting soaring flight conditions in mountainous 

areas is more complex than over flat terrain due to the area
height distribution (AHD) of topography - imagine a 
mountain valley sliced into horizontal layers of constant 
thickness and plot the ratio of topographic to atrnospberic 
surface area versus height (Fig. 1). First the atmospheric 
volume fraction of the horizontal layers increases from the 
bottom of the valley (0%) to the top (100%) and remains 
constant above the topog raphy. Secondly, the Al-ID 
introduces a ve11ical distribution of the atmospheric heating 
(and cooling) since solar radiation hits the ground at 
different altitudes. In a valley the atmospheric volume 
fraction and the surface area are functions of height. Over a 
plain the atmospheric volume of the layers is always 100%. 
This volume effect (Steinacker 1984, Neiningcr 1982, I 983) 
is the reason why the apparent input of sensible heat is larger 
over mountain valleys than over flat terrain . Or, to put it 
differently: in a valley the atmospheric heat capacity per 
layer increase s with height. If the layer volume varies with 
altitude the emagram loses its proportionality of area to 
energy in those layers for which the volume is not 100%. 
The maximum day temperature in a mountain valley can still 
be estima ted by the Gold method if the volume effect is 
considered. As a rule of thumb it was found for the Alps 
that the maximum day temperature at the bottom of the 
valley decreases by about 5°C if the valley floor rises by 
I 000 rn (Truog, 1979). 

In order to assess the dynami cs and the precise temporal 
evolution of convection the use of computers becomes 
advisabl e, in pa11icular if topography should be considered . 
This was the starting point for the development of 
«ALPTHERM>>. Apart from dynamics the vertical exchange 
and mixin g of air parcels can be obta ined quantitatively from 
a numerical convection model. Such information is crucial 
in air quality issues. Whileman's idea lized ana lytical model 
(1982) of the vertical mixing in a valley atmosphere needs 
only a pocket calculator . JI inspired us lo develop a dynamic 
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convection model for complex topography that uses a PC. 

Model physics: Topography, radiation, and 
dynamics 

On a topographic map a region of a few 100 kn/ is 
chosen. In mountainous terrain the region could typically be 
a valley section of length about 10 km delimited by the 
ridges on either side. Over hills and plains it is sufficient to 
choose a region with a representative area-height 
distribution. The atmosphere over the selected region is 
sliced into ho1izontal layers of constant thickness (Fig. !). 
Each layer has a surfa ce area Sa that must be deduced from 
the map or from digital topography data. Given the surface 
area of all layers the atmospheric volume Va of the layers 
can be computed. Above the topography no surfaces are 
present anymore and the layer volume remains constant. In 
terms of geometry «ALPTHERM>> is a two-dimensional 
model. Vertically the resolution is fixed (ie. 100 m), 
horizon ta lly the resolution is variable according to the 
number of layers with topographic volume parts (1 layer for 
a plain, typically 20 layers in the Alps). Each layer surface 
is assigned surface characteristics: albedo, ground heating 
and evaporation. These parameters will vary slightly witl1 
the seasons . 

The sun's elevation E is a function of latitude q>, of the 
inclination TJ of the earth's axis to the eclipse, of the position 
p of the earth in its orbit around the sun, and the position a 
of the earth in its rotation about its poles: 

sin( c)=sin( <!>) •sin(r1) •cos(P)-cos( <!> )•cos( TJ) •cos(P) •sin( a) + 
cos(<!> )•sin(P)•cos( a) (1) 

p represents the annua l and a the daily variation of the solar 
elevation at a g iven latitud e q>. The longitude A of the region 
and the time zone enter into the offset of a. The intensity of 
the solar radiation is reduced by atmospheric reflectivity and 
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attenuation. These effects are particularly important for 
correct intensities at low elevations for which the optical 
path length increases drastically. ln the model the 
atmospheric transmission T at the altitude z is obtained from 
the formulas 

T(z) = exp[ - r• sin(Emax) / sin(c:)] 

r = lrna., • exp[ -z / Zr l 

(2a) 

(2b) 

£max max is the sun's elevation at noon. I'max = 0.323 
ln(0.74) and Zr = 2333 m are constants obtained by fitting 
data found in Hiickel. The intensity S of incoming radiation 
depends on the sun's elevation and on the altitude: 

S = S0 • sin(f;) • T(z) (3) 

(So = 1200 W frn2
). S is illustrated for mid-latitudes in Fig . 2 

for various altitudes and seasons. The absorbed radiation 
Qk at altitude z is computed as 

(4) 

for a clear sky with A as albedo of the layer . A typical value 
for A is 15%. The outgoing radiation Qr is calculated from 
the black body radiation and the atmosphere back radiation 

(5) 

o = 5.67 • 10·8W/n/K 4
, Ts = soil temperature , TA = air 

temperature at 2 m above ground. µ reflects the influence of 
humidity on the atmosphere back radiation through the 
vapor pressure e given in hPa: 

µ = 0.594 + 0.0416 * e0
·
5 (6) 

{ from Baur & Philips (1934) in Hackel, p. 154 } . The 
radiation budget P is obtained as 

(7) 

The difference between the soil temperature Ts used in (5) 
and the air temperature TA is chosen to be proportional to the 
radiation budget P 

(8) 

with 15 = 0.005 K • m2/W. At day time a positive radiation 
budget P is divided into fluxes of ground heat (l - G) • P, 
latent heat P 1a1, and sensible heat P sens 

Typica l values found for the S\viss plateau (latitude 47°, 
cu ltivated land , height 400 -700 mASL) arc Evap = 60% , 
and G = 15%. 

At this point some assumpt ions are made in order to 
assess the dynamics of vertical motion. The model is based 
on a constant time step of 6t = 120 sec. Given the flux of 
sensible heat P,ens, the time step 6t, and the surface area S0 

of the layer the sens ible heat H,ense fed into the layer's 
surface air is 

II,cns = P sens • t.t • Sc; ( 1 l) 

For the dynamics it is crucial to know the temperature 
difference 6 T between the heated air parcels and the free 
atmosphere. Reasonable lift rates arc obtained with the 
following method that distinguishes between two regimes: 

6 T = 6 To • P sen/Po if P sens < PO 

6T = 6To if P,cns'.'.'. Po 

( 12a) 

(12b) 

For small fluxes of sensible heat the temperature difference 
is proportional to the flux. Above the threshold value P0 = 
75 W/m 2 the temperature differe nce is limited to lff 0 = 
0.5K. It should be pointed out, that this is the average 
temperature difference of the heated air across the full depth 
a.z of a layer , i.e. 100 m. Supcradiabatic gradients close to 
the ground may show much larger temperature differences 
between the air temperature measured at 2 m and the 
tem perature of the mixed free atmosphere extrapolated down 
along the dry adiabat to the same height. Given the sensible 
heat (11) and the temperature difference (12) it is 
stra ightforward to calculate the mass of the heated air parcel: 

mr = Hscns / Cp / dT (13) 

(Cp = 1005 J / kg / K). T he amount of evaporated water is 
obtained by 

(14) 

with L=2500 kJ / kg, H 1., = P 1"' • 6t - Sc;. So radiation 
produces air parcels of given mass in each layer with an 
increa sed temperature and humidity with respect to the free 
atmosphere. 

Due to buoyancy these air parcels will move verticalJy . 
Their gain of energy per unit mass dE / mp on a transition 
from layer n to the next higher layer n + 1 is 

dE /mp= g • f,.z • ((p? +l] I p/n+IJ + pr 1 / Pr [n]) / 2 - 1) (15) 

Pia, =Evap • (1 - G) • P (9) where Pr and Pp are the densities of the free atmosphe re and 
the air parcel, respectively. The density of the air parcel at 

P,ens = (I- Evap) • (1 - G) • P 
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(I 0) the new layer must be computed under consideration of 
condensation (cloud formation). As long as the sum of all 
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transition energ ies 

E / m = I:( d E / mµ)n _,,. n .,. 1 (16) 

is positive the parcel is allowed to rise. The vertica l velocity 
v of the air parcel at a given layer is simply 

v = (2•E/m) 05 (17) 
lt is important to allow for entrainment and detrainment 
during the transitions in order to obtain reasonable motion. 
The entrainment /dctrainment factors per transition are 
proportional to the velocity: 

En=Eno · Iv I 

De = Deo • I v I 

(18a) 

(l8b) 

with En0 = De0 = 0.02 (m/s)"1 during acceleration and Eno = 
De 0 = 0.08 (mis)°' during slowing down. 

From gliding it is known that horizontal winds reduce 
the lift rates. A rough parametrization of this reduction is 
implemented in <<ALPTHERM». Horizontal winds in the 
convection layer are likely to affect the 
entrai.nment/detraimuent factors En and De. However, a 
simpler approach is used in «ALPTHERM». Th e gain in 
kinetic energy ( 15) is multiplied by a kinetic convers ion 
factor 

( 19) 

that derends on the average horizontal wind (r = 1.65E-4 
(km/hr ). For u = 60 km/h, eg., the kinetic conversion factor 
is reduced to 0.4 and vertical velocities v are reduced to 63% 
of the values obtained for calm conditions. The form of(19) 
implies that light winds have practically no affect on lift 
rates. The value used for r is a guess. No attempts to verify 
this value of r have been made so far. 

Each air parcel will eventually find its equilibrium layer 
into which it is mixed. Its mass and water content, its latent 
and sensible heat are added to the equilibrium layer. The 
final result is an upward transport of all these quantities. At 
the ground the mass deficit must be compensated by 
subsidence of the free atmosphere. At this point it is also 
possible to treat synoptic changes of the temperature and 
humidity profile due to advect ion or large scale subsidence . 
This cycle of heating, turbulen t vertical motion and 
subsidence is repeated for the full day. 

Representative profiles 
The mode l must be started with an early morning 

temperature and humidity profile that is representative for 
the region under consideration. ln Switzerland there are two 
sources of data available: radiosounding data taken at 02 
a.m. (local time) and data from a national network of ground 
stations (readings at sunrise , stations at altitudes between 
200 and 3600 mASL). The fol lowing superpos ition of both 
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data proved to give good resu lts : within topography, the 
ground stations within the region are given fixed weight and 
the weight of the racliosounding data decreases from the top 
down to the bottom of the topography; above the 
topography, the radiosounding data are given fixed weight 
and the station data are given individual weights according 
to their distance to the region (Table 1, Fig. 2). 

Model results 
The lift rates for sailplanes flying in thenna ls at a 

particular altitude arc obtained from the averaged vertical 
velocities of all air parcels crossing this altitude mi.nus the 
sink rate (i.e. l mis) of the planes while spiraling. ln 
addition to time height cross-sections of lift rates, the model 
also provides quantitative results on convective clouds: the 
base and top height of cumulus clouds and the cloud cover in 
each layer. f ig. 3 shows the evolution of the vert ical 
profiles of temperature and humidity during the day and the 
predicted time series of ground temperature and dew point. 
Characteristic points like the breaking of inversions can be 
ident ified with temperatur e. The clew point is instructive in 
cases of dry upper level air as it shows the mixing down of 
dry air superimposed on the evaporation of water at the 
ground. 

Example 1: Formation of cumulus clouds under sub
sidence 

Subsidence is a crucial parameter for the formation of 
convective clouds. Starting with iden tical initial profiles 
(Fig . 3, high pressure building up, dry air above 1500 
mASL) «ALPTHERM}) was run with four different values 
for the subsidence rate: 0, 5, I 0, and 20 m/h (Fig. 4 ). 
Without subsidence, perfect gliding conditions develop with 
I - 2/8 of shallow cumulus clouds. Even a small value of 5 
m/h is sufficient to clearly reduce the vertical extension of 
cumuli and to reduce the cloud cover to O - 1/8. At a 
subsidence rate of 10 m/h clouds form shortly around I pm 
and again after 4 pm. At subsidence rates of 20 m/h and 
higher, no convective clouds develop . If the subsiding dry 
air aloft is accompanied by a temperature inversion above 
the moist air, the top height of dry thermals and the lift rates 
will also be reduced. 

Example 2: Enhancement of an inversion in a valley 
Tn air quality issues the breaking of low lying invers ions 

is of great importance. The following example shows that 
valley inversions are temporarily en hanced by convection if 
the top of the inversion lies within topography (Fig. 5). The 
presented example shows an area-height distribution at the 
northern border of the Swiss pre -Alps. It is typical for the 
lower parts of important alpine valleys. The area-height 
distribution extends from 400 mASL to J 800 mASL , the 
average height being about 900 m.ASL. Al sunrise the top of 
the inversion is found around 1100 mASL with a maximu m 
temperature of 12 °C. Below 1100 mASL the lapse rate is 
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0.55°C I 1 00m, above 2000 mASL it is -0.65"C I l00m. A 
first observation after sumise is the formation of two 
decoupled convective regimes separated by the top of the 
inversion. A second observation is tha t the temperature 
above the inversion increases and that the warmest point in 
the profi le gradually rises to 1300 m.ASL - the inversion is 
enhanced by the convection generated above the inversion. 
Between 1100 and 1900 mASL this enhancement is 
indicated by the hatched part to the right of the initial 
temperature profile. Eve ntually the valley thermals push 
through the enhanced inversion and fonn clouds at 2300 
m.ASL after 2 pm. With the low lapse rate found above the 
condensation level the clouds grow rapidly to more than 
4000 mASL, cloud cover 1 - 3/8. The mixing down of dry 
air to the valley floor is reflected in the dew point curve after 
l :30 pm. 

Example 3: Volume effect 
ln order to demonstrate the volume effect 

«ALPTHERM» may be applied to an isothermal profile over 
different topographies. The apparent increase of sensible 
heat as deduced from the skew T - altit11de d ia1:,rram is due to 
the volume effect (Fig. 6). The depth of the mixed layer is 
larger over complex topograp hy . Again the convective 
warming at higher altitudes temporarily transfonns the 
isothermal strat ification into an inversion. 

The operational use of «ALPTHERM>> as a forecasting 
tool for gliding was tested during the Swiss Nationals in 
May 1993 . At the daily briefing forecast time-height cross 
sections of thermals (Table 2) were presented by the national 
weather service for the three contest regions plateau, Jura, 
and pre-Alps . Contestants were highly interested and 
participated in the test by handing in barograms and weather 
reports with information on lift rates, cloud cover and height 
of cloud base as a function of daytime and region. Analysis 
of the data is in process. The importance of subsidence on 
the formation of clouds was clearly recog nized (Example 1 ). 
For the contest director the model provided importa nt 
information about take-off time and the end of convection in 
the differe nt contest regions. Under unstable conditions the 
towering up of the convective clouds could be estimated for 
the different regions and the tasks set accord ingly. 

Conclusions 
Topography is a key element for regionalized gliding 

forecasts. Its detailed consideration in modeling 
atmosphe ric convection is possible with todays personal 
compute rs. The presented PC-based model <<ALP
THERM>> produces regionalized forecasts of the 
parameters important for glid ing. Used as a simulator 
<<ALP THERM>> illustrates effects like the convective 
enhancement of low-lying i,nversions in mountain valleys 
and the volume effect. Quantitative information of the 
mixing process in the bounda1y layer is also obtained for 
complex topography . 
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Figure I. The model layers . The layers that lie within 
topography contain a reduced atmospheric volume v. and a 
surface area S(j. for each layer the surface area SG is 
characteri zed by albedo, soil heat ing , and evaporation. 
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Figure 2. Representative profiles (full, thick lines) as 
weighted superpositions of radiosonde and ground data . 
Above topography the higher alpine stations are given 
higher weight in this case as they all show bigher dew 
points. 
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Figure 3. Diurnal evo lution of the vertical profiles of temperatu re and dewpoint over the S,viss plateau on a spring day. Ground 
values (upper right) of temperature T and dewpoint Td . 
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left to right. Cloud cover [octas] is indicated at the bottom of the time-height cross section . 
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Figure 6. The volume effect in the skew T - altitude diagram: isotherma l initial profiles over a plain (bottom) and over a mountain 
valley (top) exposed to the same solar heating. 
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Table 1 
lnput data for «ALPTIIERM»: radiosonde and ground stat ions. 

RADIOSONDE 02H PAYERNE 
HEIGHT I T I TD 

---------------- -----------------------------
0500 I +09 I +0 6 
0800 +13 07 
150 0 +09 +02 
2100 I +06 -18 
3000 I +00 -12 
4200 - 09 -15 
4800 -11 -22 
5000 I -12 I -22 

STATIONS 08H Voralpen 
HEIGHT I T I Td I W I STATION 

400 I 08 6 I 1 I Buchs - Suhr 
800 11 6 I 1 I Laegern 

1100 12 6 I l I Hoernli 
1400 11 4 I l I Napf 
1600 9.5 I 1 l 1 Chasseral 
2000 7 -1 5 MoUson 
2100 6 - 1 5 Pilatus 
2300 I 4 . 5 l 5 G(ltsch 
3600 -s -8 s Jungfraujoch 
4200 -9 I -15 I l I Sondenpunkt 
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t i me I temp I dewp I 

hh.mm I [CJ I (CJ I 

Table 2 
«ALPTHERM» gliding forecast. 

altitud,r [lu.l, li!~ rate [0.5 m/al, Cu [•) 
1 2 3 , 

cloud" I b " "" 
[o c tas)I [ml 

t. o p 

(n} 

--------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------ ------------ ------------
7 .30 9.1 
9.00 9.5 
8.JO 10.6 
9.00 11. 8 

9.30 12.8 
10 . 00 14. 0 
10 .JO 15.l 
11.00 16 . l 

11.30 17 . 1 
12.00 l7 . 9 

12.30 18.6 
13.00 19.2 
13.30 19.8 
14 .00 20 . 2 
14. 30 20 . 6 

J ~-00 21.0 
lS.30 21. 3 

16.00 21.5 
16.30 21. 7 

17.00 21. 9 
17. 30 22.0 

10.00 Jl.8 
18.30 21 . 6 

19 . 00 21. 5 
19 . 30 21.5 
20 . 00 20.8 
20 . 30 20.0 
21.00 19.6 
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6.1 --- - --, - -- - - - -- - .-------- - . - -- - - - - - -. - --------
6.2 - -- ---.-- -- - ---- . - - ------ -.- --- --- - -.- - - - -----
6 . 5 -.--- .. ------ - --.---------.- - - - - -- - - , -- -- - --- -
7.0 -11 .. 1: .--------:---------:---- -- ---:------ ---
7.S -11 .. 1.1--------.---------.----- - ---,---------
8.1 -lll.l:l- ----- --,- - -- - - --- 1- --------1 - --------
8.7 -lllll : l--- - ----:------ - - - : --- ------:---------
9 . 2 - 12222:.------- - :--- ---- - - : - - - -- - ---:-- - - - -- --
9.5 - 12222:ll.----- - :------- -- ,-- --- ----,- - - ----- -
9.6 -12222:221.-- - --: - - -- ----- , --- - -----,------·--
9.7 -22222:32211.- -- : ---- - -- - -: -- - ------,---- - ----
9 . 6 -22223:333221·1-:--•··-·•·:---------,---------
9 . S -22223,3333322•••---------:---------:---------
9.4 -22223:33333332*:- --- -----:-- - ------: - --- --- --
9.0 -22223 : 333333333••· -- ---- - :---------:------- - -
8.5 -22223:3333333331•• . ------:-------- - :------- - · 
8.0 - 22223:333343333,21•. -- - -- :--- - -----:---------
7.6 -22223:333444433:32·· - ----,---------:----- - ---
7.3 -22223:334444433 : 32'"'--- - ,---------,----- - -·-
7,l -22223:334444443:33•••----: --------- , ---- -- - -
?.0 - 22223,J34444443,3)2•··---:- - -------,- -- - --- --
6.9 - 112221333333333,222••----,- ·- - -- ---,---------
6 . 8 - .. l ll:111111111:ll.- - ----: - - -- - - - --, - - -- - -- --
6 . 6 - - . ... :., ··· ·· · .,.------- - :--- - - --- -, - --- - - ---

6 . 6 ------ - ---------, - --------.---------.---------
6.4 ------ . -- - - - - - -- . ----- - -- -.---------.--------· 
6.3 -- - - -- . ---- - - - - -. - - - - --- -- , ------ - -- : --- ------
6.J ------,---------.------- - -.--- ---- - - .--- - --- · -
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1700 - 1700 
1800 - 2000 
1!>00 - 1900 
2000 - 2200 
.2100 - 2,00 
2300 - 2300 
2300 - 2400 
2300 - 2500 
2300 - 2500 

2400 - 2600 
2400 - 2500 
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